THE   YOUNGER   MARRIED   SET	I2Q
Prairie Weekly Dauntless in Mr. Sinclair Lewis' realistic
fancy, which stated that the bride's family " are socially
prominent in Minneapolis and Mankato." It is a baffling
scene. If you like easy explanations, you may conclude that
it is mainly due to a mere accident of terminology; that
American journalism, I mean, has just imported its social
vocabulary in bulk from Europe without particular regard
to the meanings that it would bear when it arrived in the
New World. For manifestly terms that are apt enough at
Deauville may read a trifle differently when applied to Red
Dog or Yuba Dam. That, however, is a rationalist's con-
clusion ; and I dislike the uneventful argument of
rationalists—it is always far too reasonable to be true.
Besides, I prefer to see a deeper meaning in the immense
social proliferation of the United States. Surely this
universal prevalence of Society Hostesses indicates that
the Republic has at last performed successfully its noble
task of levelling. Its enemies (and some of its friends, as
well) proclaimed that it would level down. But, as we see,
their hopes are gloriously disappointed. For it has levelled
up ; and all society is now in Society.
The unpleasing modern would, of course, prefer a more
tortuous explanation in his own nasty manner. He, I am
perfectly convinced, would wish to see a demonstration of
the questionable truths of psycho-analysis. Quoting the
tragic instance of the maiden lady who . . . (but why partic-
ularise ?), he will undoubtedly ask us to believe that some-
thing darker lies behind the innocent American taste for
ranks and grades and hierarchies, for Klansmen and Knight-
hoods of Columbus. These, he explains, are the mere
substitutes for something lost beyond recall and craved for
without end, for the ranked society of squire and peer and
bishop which the Fathers of the Republic put bravely
behind them in their great experiment. Perhaps their sons
are less austere and with the tendency (once so fatal to Lot's
wife) of looking over their shoulders at regretted scenes.
If so, we may recognise dream-duchesses in the Society
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